26 November 2009

**Experts name leading lights in UK’s Clean Tech Revolution**
Carbon Trust Innovation Awards highlight success stories of UK’s growing low carbon economy

19 November 2009

**Blueprint for global collaboration on clean energy**
Researchers from the UK’s Carbon Trust and the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi argue for global network of Climate Innovation Centres

17 November 2009

**Radical engineering paves way for thousands of lower cost offshore wind turbines**
Carbon Trust reveals new foundation designs to transform offshore wind industry

10 November 2009

**Carbon Trust to work with Korea to help reduce global carbon footprint**
Collaboration on carbon label is 'major breakthrough' in driving carbon out of products

02 November 2009

**Industry leaders back drive to slash UK manufacturing emissions**
Carbon Trust aims to spark "low carbon industrial revolution" with multi-million pound investment

19 October 2009

**£18m Investment Boost For UK Clean Tech Sector**
"UK clean tech sector a hotbed of innovation” – Carbon Trust Chief Executive Tom Delay

09 October 2009

**Carbon Trust launches UK bid for breakthrough in fuel cell technology**
"Critical moment” as new analysis shows $180bn global market potential
30 September 2009
Leading Haymarket titles become the first magazines in the UK to carry the Carbon Reduction Label
Respected environmental title ENDS and leading marketing business magazine Marketing will display the Carbon Trust’s Carbon Reduction Label from the end of September, after having undergone a rigorous and detailed carbon footprinting process.

28 September 2009
Local councils join forces to cut carbon and slash energy bills
The Carbon Trust launches East Midlands Carbon Management Programme supported by the East Midlands Improvement and Efficiency Partnership

22 September 2009
Marine energy prototypes backed with new £22m proving fund

11 September 2009
Carbon Trust backs cutting edge marine energy devices to help accelerate commercial deployment
New investment to focus on finding innovative and cost-effective ways to install and maintain large-scale offshore devices

09 September 2009
“Make do and mend” costs British business £3bn a year
Theo Paphitis and the Carbon Trust launch scrappage scheme for power-guzzling equipment

08 September 2009
UK business and green groups give thumbs-up to new UK/China tie up on low carbon technologies
New joint venture launched to open markets for innovative UK low carbon businesses and reduce global carbon emissions

08 September 2009
Public sector doubles its commitment to carbon cuts
Carbon Trust programme saves public sector £36m a year

03 September 2009
Carbon Trust boosts start-up support to help fuel clean tech boom
£1.75m business support for next generation of UK clean tech pioneers

26 August 2009
Small businesses flick the switch on £6m of wasted energy
Carbon Trust announces Big Business Refit to help SMEs slash energy bills by £40m
24 August 2009

**2009 Innovation Awards to Celebrate the Pioneers in the Clean Tech Revolution**
Carbon Trust calls on all low carbon innovators to demonstrate the ingenuity that will fuel the clean tech revolution

18 August 2009

**100 not out as Carbon Trust Standard reaches a low carbon century**
One year from its launch, the Carbon Trust Standard Company has certified financial services group HSBC as its 100th achiever. Over the last 12 months, the 100 Carbon Trust Standard recipients have cut their emissions by over 600,000 tonnes of carbon and saved over £50 million.

15 July 2009

**Proof will be in the delivery of Low Carbon Strategy**
Tom Delay, Chief Executive of the Carbon Trust, comments on the launch of the Government’s renewable energy and low carbon strategies.

13 July 2009

**Start your car with a laser to cut your carbon**
Carbon Trust provides funding for new low carbon ignition technology

02 July 2009

**Clean Tech Revolution: The £70 billion race is on**
New economic analysis shows UK can profit from leading the world in offshore wind and wave power

30 June 2009

**Carbon labelling expands internationally**
Carbon Reduction Label Goes Down Under

29 June 2009

**£100m green deal to slash SME energy bills**
Carbon Trust expands interest-free loans to help more SMEs survive the recession and cut carbon

29 June 2009

**“High Street Failing on Footprinting”, say consumers**
Research out today from the Carbon Trust reveals almost two thirds of consumers (63%) are more likely to buy a product if they know action is being taken to reduce its carbon footprint. At the same time, 70% of consumers want businesses to do more to help them make more informed environmental choices about the products they buy.

16 June 2009

**Head teachers urged to wipe £70m off school energy bills**
Carbon Trust launches campaign to cut schools’ carbon
05 May 2009
UK and China unite to tackle climate change through groundbreaking £10m low carbon innovation agreement
Joint venture will open markets for innovative low carbon businesses and reduce global carbon emissions

30 April 2009
Ed Miliband encourages business to go green with new funding for business to save energy
New Carbon Trust map shows potential for £2.5 billion cost savings across UK

24 April 2009
Carbon Trust and Ed Miliband launch global competition to cut the cost of offshore wind energy
"UK can be a thriving global hub of low-carbon innovation" – Carbon Trust

23 April 2009
Carbon Trust welcomes new funding to provide loans to businesses and public sector
New funding to cut £40 million from the UK’s annual energy bill and deliver a quarter of a million tonnes of additional carbon dioxide savings a year

17 April 2009
How to build a low carbon economy
As Gordon Brown promises to plot a green route to recovery in this month’s Budget, which options will really deliver the best bang for buck

30 March 2009
New Carbon Trust guide helps make the low carbon business case
Step-by-step advice on how to convince the board to fund carbon reduction projects

27 March 2009
UK employees ready to help cut costs around the workplace
Employees point to reducing energy use as an easy win

25 March 2009
New design to capture ocean’s motion gets Carbon Trust funding
Carbon Trust calls for further applications for its applied research grants

12 March 2009
Green Expectations: consumers still want to buy green, but expect evidence of action
Businesses should seize opportunity to demonstrate green
05 March 2009

**Online wind estimator tool blows away confusion over small-scale turbines**

Carbon Trust calls for businesses and consumers to 'try before you buy' a turbine

05 February 2009

**New Carbon Trust campaign to help business save £1million a day**

Campaign to boost economy by £1 billion through climate change action

16 January 2009

**Carbon Trust calls for massive switch to biomass heating**

Wood-based heating systems offer cost and carbon savings to businesses and the public sector